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A number of results about deterministic languages (languages 
accepted by pushdown automata with no choice of moves) are estab- 
lished. In particular, 
(1) each deterministie language is unambiguous. 
(2) the complement of each deterministie language is a deter- 
ministie language. 
(3) numerous operations which preserve deterministic languages 
(for example, intersection with a regular set) are obtained. 
(4) several problems are shown to be recursively unsolvable. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the problems associated with a context free language (abbrevi- 
ated "language") is to find a pushdown automaton (abbreviated "pda")  
which accepts the language in a relatively efficient manner. I f  a pda has 
no choice of moves, then "backtrack" is eliminated and, in a certain 
sense, the syntactic analysis can be done efficiently. In this paper we 
study pda with no choice of moves (called "deterministic pda")  and the 
languages (called "deterministic languages") accepted by such pda. I t  
is shown in (Knuth,  1965) that these languages are particularly easy to 
parse by a so-called left to right translation. 
The material is divided into five sections. In the first, after recalling 
the basic definitions about languages and pda, we formalize the notions 
* This work was supported in part by Air Force Cambridge Research Labora- 
tories, Contract.AF 19(628)-3418, Project No. 5632, Task No. 563205. 
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of a deterministic pda and a determilfistic language. In Section I I  we 
prove the theoretically important facts that if L is a deterministic 
language, then (i) the complement of L is deterministic, and (it) L is an 
uuambiguous language. 1 Section I I I  concenm operations which preserve 
deterministic languages, i.e., functions f such that J (L )  is detcrmiifistic 
if L is deterministic. In particular, we prove that intersection with a 
regular set, as well as the inverse of a generalized sequential machine 
mapping, preserve deterministic languages. Several operations which do 
not preserve arbitrary languages but do preserve deterministic languages 
are exhibited. In addition, a munber of common operations which pre- 
serve languages, uch as word reversal, product, union, and * are shown 
not to preserve deterministic languages. In Scction IV, two results on 
sequences in deterministic languages are presented. The first yields the 
fact that {anbn/n >-_ 1} U {anb2n/n >= 1} is not a deterministic language. 
The second asserts that a deterministic language contains a sequence if
and o~fly if it contains an ultimately periodic sequence, a fact not true 
for arbitrary languages. The last section is on decision problems. First 
we show that it is solvable to determine if for an arbitrary deterministic 
language L and arbitrary regular set R, L = R. Then we prove that it is 
unsolvable to determine whether (i) a language is deterministic, (it) the 
union or product of deterministic languages i deterministic, and (iii) L* 
is deterministic f L is deterministic. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall first review some of the more elementary concepts pertaining 
to context free languages and pushdown automata. Upon completion of 
this wc shall then introduce the pushdown automata nd languages of 
concern to us. 
DEFINITION'. A context frec grammar (abbreviated grammar) is a 4-tuple 
G = (V, Z, P,  a) where (i) V is a finite nonempty set; (it) 2; C V (the 
set of (terminal) letters); (iii) P is a finite set of ordered pairs (~, w) 
where ~ is in V -- 2; and w is in V*; 2 (iv) a is in V -- Z .  
These two results have bcen obtained for a different formulation of deter- 
ministic pda concurrently and independently b  L. Haines (1965). IIis arguments 
differ from ours. (i) has been noted by Fischer (1963), but no proof given. (it) has 
also been given by Schutzenberger (1963) for a different formulation of deter- 
ministic pda. 
2 For sets of words X and Y, XY = [xy/x in X, y in Y], where xy denotes the 
concatenation f x and y. XY is called the product of X and Y. Let X ° = [~}, where 
is the empty word, X ~+z = X~X, and X* = [J~-0 X ~. Thus, for an arbitrary set 
E of symbols, E* is the free scmigroup generated by E. 
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Each element of V -- 72 is called a variable. 
Each element (u, v) in P is called a production (or rewriting rzde) and 
is written u -o v. 
Notation. Let G = (V, 2;, P,  a) be a grammar. For words wx and w~ in 
V*, write w~ ~ w2 if there exist y, u, z, v such that w~ = yuz, w2 = yvz, 
and u --~ v is in P. For words w and x, write w ~*  x if either w = "x or 
there exist words w0 = w, w~, • . . ,  wk = x such that w~ ~ w~+x for 
each i. 
A sequence of words wo, . . .  , wk such that w~ ~ w~+~ for each i is 
called a derivation or generation of wk (from w0) and is denoted by 
Wo :::::6 • • • ~ i rk  • 
DEFINITION. L ___C 2;* is called a context  free language (abbreviated 
language) if there exists a grammar G = (V, ~ ,P , , )  such that 
L = L(G) = {w in Z*/a ~*  w}. 
If L = L(G) for the grammar G, then G is said to generate L or L is 
said to be generated by G. 
Wc now define recognition devices which are intimately associated 
with languages. 
DEFINITION. A pushdown automaton (abbreviated pda) is a 7-tuple 
M = (K, 2;, F, 6, Z0, q0, F) where 
(i) K is a nonempty finite set (of states). 
(it) 2; is a nonempty finite set (of inputs). 
(iii) r is a finite nonempty set (of mtziliary symbols). 
(iv) 6 is a mapping from K X (2; [3 {e}) X F to the finite subsets of 
KXF* .  
(v) Z0 is an element of F. 
(vi) q0 is an K (the start state). 
(vii) F is a subset of K (the set of final states). 3 $ 
Notation. Whenever given a pda M, we shall assume that M = 
(K, 2;, F, ~, Z0, q0, F).  
Notation. Given a pdaM let I-.~*, or l--* when M is understood, be 
the relation on K X 2;* × F* defined as follows. For Z in I' and x in 
2; O {~} let (p, xw, aZ) F- (q, w, a3,) if ~(p, x, Z) contains (q, ~'). Let 
(p, w, a) I- * (p, w, a) for all p, iv, a. For a, ~ in F* and x~ in 2; 13 {e} 
This form of the pda (lifters slightly from that used by Chomsky (1962, 1963) 
in that it has a set of final states. This version is selected in order to be homologous 
with other well-known recognition devices, such as the simple atttomata, the 
linear bounded automata etc. 
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(1 =< i -< k), write (p, x, . . .  xkw, a) t-* (q, w, fl) if there exist p, = 
p, - ' -  pk+1 = q in K and a~ = a, . - .  , ak+l =/3 in P* such that 
(P l  , Xi " '"  XktV, v~i) t-- (p~÷l , Xi÷l " ' "  XkW, oti+l) 
for 1 =< i =< k. 
Speaking informally, a pda has an input tape, a set of states, and a 
pushdowu tape (on which are written auxiliary symbols). The move 
(p, xw, aZ) F- (q, w, a'~) means that at state p, with Z the rightmost 
symbol on the pushdowa tape, under x (which is an input symbol or e) 
the pda goes to state q, writes ~' in place of Z, and expends x. 
DEFINITION. A word w is accepted by a pda M if (qo, w, Zo) ~- * (q, e, a) 
for some q in F and a in F*. 4 Let T(M)  denote the set of all words ac- 
cepted by M. 
It  is a fact that a set L ___ Z* is a language if and only if L = T (M)  for 
some pda M (Chomsky, 1962). 
We now particularize the type of pda with which we shall be con- 
cerned. This type, called "deterministic," intuitively is always to have 
one and only one next move. Such pda are of practical interest. For since 
they have no nondeterminism, they usually accept or reject words faster 
than a pda with nondeterminism. (The fact that e serves as an input 
complicates the comparison.) 
DEFINITION. A pda M is said to be deterministic if for each q iu K and 
Z inF  
(a) either ~i(q, a, Z) contains exactly one element for all a in 2~ and 
~(q, e, Z) = ¢; or $(q, e, Z) contains exactly one clement and ~f(q, a, Z) = ¢ 
for each a in 2;. 
(b) if ~(q, a, Z0) ~ ¢, a iu  2~ (J {~}, then ~(q, a, go) = {(p, Z0w)} for 
some p in K and w in F*. 
Condition (a) asserts that either e is applicable, that is, causes the 
next move, or else all elements in 2~ are applicable, but not both. Con- 
dition (b) asserts that there is always a non-e word on the pushdowu tape 
(so that a next move is always possible). 
Remark. Consider a pda M with the following property: For each q in 
K and Z in F either ~(q, a, Z) contains at most one clement for all a in 2; 
and $(q, e, Z) = ¢; or ~(q, e, Z) contains at most one element and 
In the version of the pda used by Chomsky (1962), a word W0 is said to be 
"accepted" if (q0, wo, Zo) ~- (q: , wt ,  ~)  I- "'" I- (q~, u'n, ~)  for appropriate q~, 
w~,~,w i thqn=q0,w~=~'~=e,  and q~ ~ q0 for each i, 0<=i ,~n.  
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~(q, a, Z) = ¢ for each a in ~. I t  is readily seen that there exists a 
deterministic pda N such that  T(N)  = T (M) .  
DEFINITION. A language L is said to be delcrminislic if L = T (M)  for 
some deterministic pda M. 
Many  familiar languages are deterministic. Thus, as the reader can 
easily verify, each rcgular set 5 L is a deterministic languagc. Each Dyck  
language is also deterministic. 6 I t  will be shown in Theorem 3.1 that  
L ['l R is deterministic for each deterministic language L and regular set 
R. Hence the Chomsky-Schutzenbcrger No mal Form Theorcm 7implies 
that  every language is tile homomorphic image of a detcrministic 
language. 
I t  is natural to want to  use deterministic languages in syntact ic 
analysis. Oettinger (1961) observed that  the Lukasiewicz parenthesis 
free notat ion is dctcrministic, as is the related parenthetic language. 
Remark. I t  i sknown (Greibach, 1965) that  cach language is acceptcd 
by some pda M in which ~t(q, e, Z) = ¢ for each q in K and Z in F. The 
analogous tatement is not true for deterministic languages. Thus there 
exist deterministic languages accepted by no deterministic pda M 
in which (~(q, e, Z) = ¢ for  each q in K and Z in P. Without  giving the 
details, we note that  for ~ = {a, b, c}, 
L = {a~bJaVi, j >= 1} (J {a'bJcbia~/i, j >= 1} 
is such a deterministic language. 
Let 2~ = {a, b, c}. For each n-tuple w = (w~, . . . ,  w,) of non-e 
words in {a, b}* let G(w) = (2; U {a}, ~, P(w) ,  a), where P(w)  = 
{~ ---> a~bcw,, o- -e, a~bawdl < i <-_ n}. The languages L(G(w) )  and 
[L(G(w))]  ~ s are deterministic. (These languages are used in showing 
An automaton is a 5-tuple (K, ~, ~, p~, F) where K and 2; are finite nonempty 
sets (of states and inputs respectively), ~is a function of K X ~ into K, pl is in 
K, and F C: K. The function 8 is extended to K × ~.* by defining ~(q, ~) = q and 
$(q, wx) = ~[~(q, w),x] for each q in K, w in 2:*, and x in 2~: A set R C: 2;* is Said 
to be regular if there exists an automaton A = (K, ~, ~, p l ,  F) suc'h that R = 
T(A), where T(A) = {w/~(pl , w) is in F}. 
t For each n _~ 1 let ~= = {al , ai'/1 ~ i ~_ n} be a set of 2n symbols. Let (Tn = 
(2~ (J {~} ,Z~, P~ , a), where P~ = {~ ---. ~, ~ -~ aa~aa~'a/l <-i ~_n}. Then L(Gn) is 
called a Dyck language (Chomsky and Schutzenbergcr, 1963). 
7 This result asserts that for every language L, there exists a Dyck language D, 
a regular set R, and a homomorphism r such that r(D N R) = L (Chomsky and 
Schutzenberger, 1963). 
s Let A be an abstract set and ~ = e. For each word at -.- at, every a~ in A, 
let (al -.- at) a = at ...  al . For B C:A* let B a = {wR/w in B}. 
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various properties of languages recursively unsolvable. (Bar Hillel 
ct at., 1961).) 
While a deterministic pda has no choice of movement, it may have 
several chances to accept a particular, word since x~ . . .  xk - -  
xl . . .  x~xk+l . . .  xt if xi = e for i > k ~- 1. In order to remove the choice 
factor, we introduce the following notation and concepts. 
d* Notation. Let M be a deterministic pda. Write (q, w, a) I-- 
(p, y, ~) if (i) (q, w, a) t- * (p, y, "r), and (ii) ~(p, E, Z) = ¢ if ~ = pZ, 
Z inF .  
DEFINITION. Let M be a deterministic pda. A word w is said to be 
d- accepted if, for some q in F, (q0, w, Z0) ~a ,  (q, e, ~'). Let Ta(M) 
denote the set of all words d-accepted by M. 
Intuitively speaking, a word is d-accepted if (i) the entire word is 
read by the automaton, (ii) the automaton continues operating under 
as much as possible, and (iii) the automaton ultimately ends in some 
final state. 
In the next section we shall study the deterministic languages by 
using the sets Td(M). 
II. UNM'~IBIGUITY AND COMPLEMENT 
In the prcscnt section we first prove that the sets Td(M) coincide 
with the deterministic languages. Then wc show that for each deter- 
ministic language L, (i) L is "unambiguous," and (ii) 2;* - L is a 
deterministic language. 
Notation. For each pda M let llI~ = (K, ~, F, 5, Zo, qo, K -- F).  
DEFINITION. A deterministic pda M is said to be loop-free if Td(M) U 
Td(M~) = 2;*. 
Thus a deterministic pda M is loop-free if and only if for every w in 
Z* there exist q in K and "r in F* such that (qo, w, Zo) I -d* (q, e, ~). 
Since Td(M) N Ta(M¢) --- ¢ for each deterministic pda M, if M is 
loop-free such that T(M) = T,t(M) then T(M)  and ~* -- T(M)  are 
both deterministic. To prove that 2~* -- L is deterministic for an ar- 
bitrary deterministic language L, it thus suffices to (i) produce a loop-free 
deterministic pda M such that L = Td(M) ; and (ii) show the existence 
of a deterministic pda N such that T,~(M,) = T (N) .  This we now do. 
LE.~I.~IA 2.1. I f  M is a deterministic pda, then T(M) = Td(N) = T(N)  
for some loop-free determil~istic pda N. 
Proof: For each p, qin K, Z in F, and i in {0, 1}, let [p, q, Z, ~] be an 
abstract symbol. Let 
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D ~ {[p, q, Z, i]/i = 0, 1; ~(q, ~, Z) ¢ ¢; 
(q, e, Z) 1-~* (p, E, 3") for some 3"]. 
[Intuitively, i = 1 in [p, q, Z, i] indicates that since last advancing the 
input, the pda M has passed through a final state, while i = 0 indicates 
it has not.] 
Let el and e2 be two symbols not in K. Let N be the deterministic pda 
(K~., 2, P, ~.v, Z0, q0, F~.) where K~ = K O {o,  e~} U D, 
F~¢ = F U {0} U {[p, q, Z, 1]/[p, q, Z, 1] in D}, 
and ~s is defined as follows (q' and Z' denote arbitrary elements of K 
and F respectively) : 
(1) ~.v(el, a, Z) = {(e2, Z0)} for all a in Z. 
(2) ~x(e2, a, Z)  = {(e2, Z0)} for all a in :~. 
(3) For a in 2, i = 0, 1, and ~f(q, a, Z) ¢ ¢; 
~N(q, a, Z)  = ~([q, q', Z', i], a, Z)  = ~(q, a, Z) .  
d$ (4) Suppose $(q, e, Z) ~ ¢ and there exist p, ~, such that (q, ~, Z) t-- 
(p, e, 3"). 
(a) Let ~iN([q, q', Z', II, E, Z) = {([p, q, Z, II, "y)}. 
(b) If there exist p' in F and 3" such that (q, e, Z) I--* (p', e, 3"), 
let ~.(q, e, Z) = ~([q, q', Z', 0], e, Z) = {([p, q, Z, 1], 3")}. 
(c) If there are no p' in F and -y' such that (q, e, Z) I-* (p', ~, 3") 
let ~¢(q, E, Z) = ~.~.([q, ', Z', 0], e, Z) = {([p, q, Z, 0], "y)}. 
(5) Suppose ~(q, e, Z) ~ ¢ and there is no p, ~ such that (q, e, Z) I -e*  
(p, ~, 3"). 
(a) Let ~:~([q, q', Z', 1], e, Z) = {(o ,  Z0)}. 
(b) If there exist p~ in F and 3" such that (q, e, Z) }-* (p', e, 3"), 
let ~.,.(q, ~, z )  = ~.~([q, q', z ' ,  o1, ~, z )  = {(e, ,  Zo)].  
(c) If there are no p' in F and 3" such that (q, e, Z) F-* (p', e, 3"), 
let ~.~(q, ~, z )  = ~.,.([q, q', z ' ,  0], ~, z )  = {(e~, Zo)}. 
To prove the lemma it suffices to show that for each word w in ~*, 
(6) (q0, w, Z0) I-~* (q, e, 3") for some q in K~. and 3" in P*; 
(7) w is in T(M)  if and only if w is in Ta(N) ; 
and 
(8) w is in T(N)  if and only if w is in Te(N).  
Let f be the mapping of K~ -- {e~, e~} onto K defined by f(q) = q 
for q in K and f([q, q', Z, i]) = q, i = 0 or 1. Let w be an arbitrary 
word in 2;*. Two cases arise. 
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(a) Suppose that (qo, w, Zo) I--g* (q, ~, 7). Then there exist 
Wo, " "  , wk-1, each w~ ill Z O {~} and w = Wo ""  Wk-1, 70 = Zo, 
~'~, • • • , 7k = 7, and qt, • • • , qk = q satisfying ttle following: 
(qo, Wo . . .  w,_,, 70) I-*r (q,, w, . . .  Wk-X, ~'x) I--~* "'" t--~* (qk,e, 7k), 
and for each i < k, 7i = uiY~, Yi in P, such that either 
(9) wl is in 2; and (q~, wi --- wk-1,7i) ~J* (qi+1, w;+l . . -  wk-1, ~'i+1) 
is realized by (q;, wi ,  Y/) I--i (q~, e, vi), v; in F*; 
(10) w~ = e and (q,, w~ - . .  Wk-x, 7i) I- ' i  (qi+l, wi+l ". .  wk-1,71+1) 
is realized by (ql, e, Y~) l-g* (qi+l, e, e); or 
(11) w~ -- e, and (qi,  w~, ~)  }_d, (qi+x,e, 71+1) is realized by 
Then there exist po = qo, - "  , pk in K~. such that qi = f (p i )  and 
(P l ,  Wi "'" Wk- l ,5 ' i )  I--N (p i+ l ,  Wi+l " ' "  Wk- l ,  "Yi+l) 
for each i, and (po, w, Zo) I-~* (p~, e, ~'~). In fact, if w~ is in Z, then p~+~ =
q~÷~isin Kby  (3). If qi, w~,~'~ are as in (10) or (11); then by 
(4), pi+~ = [qi+~, q:, Y~, j,+~], j.+~ = 1 if Pi = [q~, q,-~, Y,-~, 1] or if 
(qi, e, Y~) I-** (p, e, fl) for somep in F and somefl. Otherwise j~+~ = 0. 
Thus (6) holds. From the definition of F and F~-, (7) and (S) hold. 
(~) Suppose there are no q and 7 such that (qo, w, Zo) I-g* (q, ~, 7). 
Either 
(12) there are no q and ~, such that (qo, e, Zo) t-~* (q, ~, ~'); or 
! If (13) there exist a in ~, w', w", ~ ,  72, q,, q: such that w = w aw , 
(qo, w, Zo) I -~  (q~ , aw", ~'~) I--M (q~ , w", '~2), 
and (q~, e, ")'2) }-~ (q, ~, 7) is false for every q and % 
Consider (12). By (5b) and (5c), /f~(qo, ¢, Zo) = {(e~, Zo)}if 
(qo, ¢, Zo) I-~*~ (q, e, ~') for some q in F, and ~fs(qo, ~, Zo) {(e.~, Zo)} 
if (qo, e, Zo) I-*~ (q, ~, 7) is false for every q in F and % Therefore 
(qo, w, Zo) I-~* (et, e, Zo) if w = e and (qo, ¢, Zo) t-.~* (q, ~, "~) for some 
q in F; and (qo, w, Zo) I-~* (e2, e, Zo) otherwise. Thus (6), (7), and 
(8) hold. 
Consider (13). Since (qo; w', Ze) I -~  (qt, e, ~'t), by (a) there exists 
, ~_~, p~ in K~ such that f(p~) = q~ and (qo, w,  Zo) (p~, ~, ~).  Since 
(q~, a, 3'~) t--~ (q~, e, 72), (p~, a, "~x) t-~. (q2, ~, ~)  by (3). Since 
(q2, e, ~2) b-g* (q, e, ~,) is false for every q and 7; there exist r > 2, 
I I 
q2, - ' - ,q , , ' / ,Z2 ,  . . - ,Z , ,eachZ~inP ,  suchthat~.2=~.Z , - . .  Zz, 
(qi, ~, Z~) t-g* (q~+~, ~, e), 2 =< i < r, and there is no q and ~ for which 
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(q,,  ~, Z,) t -~  (q, ~, ~). By (4) and (5), there exist p2 = q.,, .-- , p, 
such that for each 2 -< i < r 
(14) ~(p, ,e ,Z)  = {(p,+,,e)}; 
(15) p~+l = [qi+l, qi, Z~ ,j~l], withj~÷l = 1 ifj~ = 1 or (q~, e, Z~) t--.~* 
(q, e, ~,) for some q in F, and ji+l = 0 otherwise; and 
(16) ~.,.(p,, e, Zr) = {(el, Zo)} if p, = [q,, q,_,, Z,_I, 1] or (q,,  e,Z,) 
I--.~* (q, e, -y) for some q in F; and ~-(p,, e, Z~) = {(e2, Z0)} otherwise. 
Thus (6) holds. By (15) and (16), (7) and (8) hold. 
Thus the lemma is verified by case analysis. 
Remarks. (1) Part of Lemma 2.1 is proved in (Schutzcnberger, 
1963) for a differen~ formulation of deterministic pda. 
(2) An examination of the proof of Lemma 2.1 reveals the following: 
"Let 
h = max {I • [/~.v(p, a ,Z)  = {(p', ~,)} for someain ~ LI [e},p,p ' ,Z ,~}.  9 
In scanning a word w, N has (i) exactly Iw[ moves of the form 
6.v(p, a, Z), a in 2~; (ii) at most [ w I ~ 1 moves of the form ~-(p, e, Z) = 
{(p', vY)}, v in F*, Y in F; (iii) all other moves of the form ~¢(p, e, Z) = 
{(pt, e)}." Thus there are at most h(2j w l -t- 1) symbols on the push- 
down tape which can be erased. Thus N accepts or rejects w in at nmst 
h(2[ w ] + 1) -b (2[ w I -[- 1) = (h + 1)(2[ w I + 1) moves. 
LE.~L~zx 2.2. For each deterministic pda M, there exists a deterministic 
pda N such that T~(M) = T~(N) = T(N) .  
Proof: Without loss of generality we nmy assume that qo is not in F. 
(For otherwise, let So be a symbol not in K. Let 
M0 = (K U {so}, 2~, F, ~.,,o, Zo, so, F), 
where ~Mo(So, e, Z)  = {(qo, Zo)} and ~-0(q, a, Z) = ~M(q, a, Z) for q 
in K, a in E O {e}, and Z in F. Then M0 is deterministic, T~(Mo) = 
Td(M), and So in not in F.) For each q in K let q' be an abstract element. 
Let N = (KN, ~, F, ~.v, Z0, qo, F), where K.v = K U {q'/q in K} and 
~.~ is defined as follows: If 5(q, e, Z) = ¢ let ~.v(q', ~, Z) = {(q, Z)} 
and ~.v(q, a, Z) = {(p', a)}, a in ~, where $(q, a, Z) = {(p, a)}. If 
~(q,e,Z) # ¢ let~.v(q,E,Z) = ~s(q',e,Z) = {(p' ,a)},  where~(q,e,Z) =
{(p, a)}. Then N is deterministic and T~(M) = T~(N). Furthermore, 
(q0, w, Z0) I--* (q, ~, a ) for some q in F and a in F* if and only if (qo, w, Zo) 
I-~* (q, e, a). Thus T(N)  = Ta(N) = T~(M). 
We are now ready for the main results of this section. 
For  each word ~, ] ~, ] denotes the length of -~. 
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TIIEORE.~I 2.1. I f  11I is a deterministic pda, then 2:* -- T( M) is a de- 
lermh~islic language. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1, T(, l l)  = Td(N) for some loop-fl'ee deter- 
ministic pda N. Then 2;* -- T(M)  = 2:* -- Td(N) = T~(Nc), with N~ 
deterministic. By Lemm-t 2.2, there is a deterministic pda N '  such that 
T~(Nc) = Td(N') = T(N') .  Iiencc 2 ;* -  T(M)  is deterministic. 
Let 2: = {a, b}. The lan~mges {a~b~aJ/i,j > 1} and {a~biai/i,j > 11 
are deterministic but their intersection is not even a language. From 
Theorem 2.1, it follows that the deterministic languages are closed 
under complcmentation but not under intersection, thus not under 
union. 
THEORE.~I 2.2. I f  31 is a deterministic pda, then T~(M) and 
Z* -- Td(M) are delerministic languages. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.2, Ta(M) = T(N)  for some deterministic pda N. 
By Theorem 2.1, 2:* -- Td(N). is deterministic. 
Finally, we rclate deterministic pda's to unambiguous languages. ~°
TttEORE-'~! 2.3. I f  M is a deterministic pda, then T( M) and Z* -- T(M)  
are unambiguous languages. 
Proof: I t  suffices to show that T(M)  is unambiguous. By Lemma 2.1 
we may assume that T (M)  = Ta(M). Let e be a symbol not in K. 
We first construct a special pda N = (K  [J {e}, 2:, P, ~.v, Z0, q0, F) 
such that T(M)  = Null (N),  where 
Null (N)  = (w/(qo, w, Zo) ~-* (q, e, e) for some q in K O {e}}. 
Let ~.~- be defined as follows: 
(1) ~(q,x ,Z)  = ~(q,x,Z)  fo rq inK  -- Fandx in2~ U {e]. 
(2) Suppose q is in F. If ~(q, e, Z) ~ ~b let ~.(q, e, Z) = ~i(q, c, Z). 
If ~t(q, e, Z) = ¢ let ~.v(q, ~, Z) = {(e, e)} and (~.(q, x, Z) = ~i(q, x, Z) 
for x in 2;. 
(3) ~(e ,  ~, z )  = {(e, ,)}. 
It  is easily seen that Null (N)  = T(M) .  
Note that N need not be deterministic. In fact, both conditions (a) 
and (b) in the definition of a deterministic pda may be violated. 
10 A der ivat ion  a = w0 =~ w~ =o . . .  ~ w, in G = (V, Z, P ,  a) is sa id to be left- 
most if for each i t l iere exist  u~, ~i, v~, y~ such that  wl = u~ ~ t'~, wit1 = u~ y~ t,i ; 
/~ ---+ y~ is in P ,  and  u~ is in Z*. G is sa id to be unambiguous if each word w in 
L (GO has  at  most  one (and thus  exact ly  one) le f tmost  der ivat ion  generat ing  it. A 
language is said to be unambiguous if there exists some unambiguous grammar 
generating it. 
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For each q, 7" in K lJ {e} and each Z in F, let [r, Z, q] be au abstract 
symbol. (Intuitively, Jr, Z, q] is to represent the set of all words a in 2;* 
such that (r, a, Z) i-N* (q, e, e).) Let 
V = {Jr, Z, q]/q, 7" in K U {e}, Z in F} U 2~. 
For each element p in K (J {c} let G~ = (V, X, P, [q0, Z0, p]) where P 
consists of productions of the following kind: 
(4) If (~.v(r, a, Z) contains (q, ZI . . .  Zk), each Z~ in F; then 
[r, Z, sl] --> a[q, Zk , Sk}[Sk , Zk-1, Sk--l] "'" [Sz , ZI , sl] 
is in P for every sequence s l , . . . ,  sk of elements in K U {e}. 
(5) If ~( r ,  a, Z) contains (q, e), then [r, Z, q] --> a is in P. 
I t  is a straightforward matter ~' (using induction) to show that 
(6) [r, Z, q] ~*  (~, a in V*, if and only if either 
(6a) a = wy for some w in 2~* and y in (V - Z)V*, and there exist 
pl ,  " " ,  p,,-i = q, UI, . - - ,  Um such that y = [pi, UI, p2]'-- 
[p.,, U.~, p.~-l] and (r, w, Z) I--~ (pl,  ~, U.~ - . .  U1); or 
(6b) a is in Z* and (r, a, Z) t--~ (q, ~, e). 
Now (6b) implies that 
Null (N) = {a/(qo, a, Zo) ~-* (q, c, ~) for some q in K (J [e}} 
= U L(Gq) 
qinK 
is a language. Leta  be an element not in V. Let G = (V LI {a}, Z, P', a), 
where 
P'  = P 0 {a --~ [q0, Zo, pJ/p in K 13 {e}}. 
Then Null (N) = L(G).  Note that there is a one to one correspondence 
between the set of leftmost G-derivati0ns of a word w in Null (N) and 
the set of sequences of moves 
(7) (qo, w, Zo) I---x (ql, wl, al) I--~r - '-  t-~. (qk-1, wk-1, ak-x) I--~r 
(q,, e, e) 
of the pda N. Since 6~(p, x, Z) contains at most one clement for each 
p, X,: and Z; it follows that there is one and only one sequence of the 
form (7) which yields (q0, w, Z0) f-* (q, e, e), and q nmst be e. Hence 
there is one and only one leftmost G-derivation of each word in Null 
(N), i.e., G is unambiguous. Thus T(M)  is unambiguous. 
n The details are given in (Ginsburg, 19f;~;~ 
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From Lemma 2.2 there follows 
TtlEORmt 2.4. I f  M is a deterministic pda, then T~(M)  anti 
?3* -- Td( M)  arc unambiguous languages. 
I I I .  OPERATIONS 
As wc havc seen, the family of deterministic languages is not closed 
under union or intcrscction. We now examine in detail the problem of 
which operations preserve deterministic languages. In  the course of 
the invcstigation we shall find that  some of the commonplace operations 
which preserve languages do not preserve determinist ic languages. 
In  (Bar-Hi l lel  el al., 1961) it was shown that  intersection with a 
regular set preserves lanMmgcs. We now prove that  intcrscctioh with a 
rcgular set prescrvcs detcrministic languages. 
THEOI~E~ 3.1. I f  M is a deterministic pda and R is a regular set, then 
T( M)  N R is determfi~islic. 
Proof: Let  M = (K,  2~, P, (~, Z0, q0, F)  and R = T(A) ,where  
A = (Ka ,  ~, tin, p0, Fa)  is an automaton.  Let  
M' = (K X I f , ,  Z, P, 6', Z0, (q0, p0), F X Fa), 
where 
~t'((q, p), a, Z) = {((q,, ~a(p, a)), w)} if ~(q, a, Z) = {(qt, w)}, a in 2~, 
and 
~'( (q ,p ) ,e ,Z)  = {( (q , ,p ) ,w)}  if ~(q,e,Z)  = {(q , ,w)} .  
I t  is readily seen that  M '  is determinist ic and T(M)  O R = T(M' ) .  
COROLLARY. If 1][ i8 a delerminislic pda and R is a regular set, then 
T(M)  U R, T (M)  -- R, and R -- T(M)  are deterministic languages. 
Proof: Now T(M)  U R = ~* -- [(Z* - T(M) )  fl (~* -- R)], 
T(M)  -- R = T (M)  n (2;* - R) ,  and R -- T (M)  = Rf l  
(Z* - T (M) ) .  The result then follows from Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 
the closure of regular sets under intersection and subtract ion (Rab in  
and Scott, 1959). 
Another important  operat ion which preserves languages is a gsm 
mapping l~ (Ginsburg and Rose, 1963). This operation, however, does 
1~ A gsm (generalizedsequenlial m chine) is a 6-tuple S = (K, 2~, A, ~, X, pl) where 
K, 2:, A are finite nonempty sets (of slates, inpuls, and outpuls respectively), ~is 
a mapping of K X ~ into K, ;~ is a mapping of K X 2; into A*, and pt is in K. The 
functions fi and X are extended to K X 2;* by defining $(q, e) = q, X(q, ~) = e, 
~(q, u'x) = ~[~(q, w), x], and ;~(q, u'x) = ~(q, w) ~[8(q, w), x] for each q in Kp w in 
~*, and x in ~. The function S of z* into A* defined by S(w) = X(pl , w) for each 
w is called a gsm mapping. 
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not preserve deterministic languages. For let L~ and L2 be two deter- 
ministic languages uch that Lx U L2 is not deterministic. Let c and d 
bc two symbols not in Z and let L = cL~ U dL~.. O|)viously L is deter- 
ministic. However, if S is the one-state gsm su(;h that S(c) = S(d) = e 
and S(a) = a for all a in Z, then S(L)  = L~ U Lo. is not deterministic. 
• In (Ginsburg and Rose, 1963) it was shown that the inverse of a 
gsm mapping preserves languages. This operation also preserves deter- 
ministic languages. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  L is a deterministic language and S is a gsm, then 
S--I(L) = {w/S(w) in L} 
is a deterministic language. 
Proof: Let S = (Ks,  A, X, ~s, ,ks, po) and let L = T(M) for some 
deterministic pda M. Let 0 be a symbol not in ~. Let qo and q~ be two 
symbols not in K. Let n = 1 -4- max {l ~'(P, a) I/P in Ks ,  a in A}. For 
any set E and j  => 1 let E (n = E × -- .  × E (j-times). Now let N be 
the pda (K~., A, F, ~.v, Z0, ~o, Fx), where 
K~ = {q0, q,} U (K  X Ks) U (K  X Ks )< H),  
H = Oi+~_~, (O (n X ~(m) X O(~-u+"))), FN = {q~} U (F X Ks X 0 (~)) 
if e is in L, F~ = F X K~ × 0 (') if e is not in L, and ~. is defined as follows 
(Z, p, a, q denote arbitrary elements of F, Ks ,  ~, K respectively) : 
(1) ~t,,.(~o, e Z) = {((-/,, Z)} and 5~.(~, e, Z) = {(qo, Po), Z)}. 
(2) (a) If  ),(p, a) = e let 6~((q, p), a, Z) 
= {([q, 5~(p, a), 0, ---  , O], Z)}. 
(b) If ),(p, a) = bl . - .  b,, 1 ~ r < n, each b~ in 2;, let 
~.v((q, p), a, Z) = {([%/is(p, a), b~, .--  , b,, O, .-- , 0], Z)}. 
(3) (a) I f~(q ,e ,Z)  = {(q',w)} let 
~.v([q, p,  O, . . .  , 01, e, Z) - -{([q ' ,  p,  O, . . .  , O], w) l .  
(b) If  ~(q, E, Z) = ¢ let 
~.v([q, p, 0 . . . ,  01, e, Z) = {((q, p), Z)}. 
(4) Let s = [q, p, 0 (t), b~, . . -  , b,, 0("-(t+'))], with 1 < r < n - 1, 
0=< t=<n- -  1, and each b~ in Z. 
(a) :If ~(q, E, Z) = {(q', w)} let 
a,v(s, e, Z) = {([q', p, O (t), b~, . . . ,  b,, 0(~-ct+m], w)}. 
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(b) If ~(q, e, Z) = ¢ let 
~s(s, ~, Z) = {([q', p, 0 ('+', b~, . . .  , b,, 0(n-('+'))], w)}, 
where ~(q, bl, Z) = {(q', w)}. 
Clearly N is a deterministic pda. From (1), e is in T(N) if and only if 
E is in S- ' (L) .  For w ~ e, w is inS- l (L)  if andonly if there exist 
a l , . - - ,a~ inA,  ux, " . . ,uk in2~* ,p i ,  " " ,pk inKssuchthat  
(5) w = a l . - .  ak; 
(6) 6s(p~_~, a~) = p~ for 1 -< i --< t;; 
(7)) , (pi -1,  al) = ul for 1 _< i =< k; and 
(8) ul . - .  uk is in L. 
(5)-(8) occur if and only if (5), (6): (7), and 
(9) there exist q~, -.- , q~ in K, with qk in F, 5'~, "'" , ~'k in I'* -- {~} 
such that 
(qo, u~ . . .  uk ,  go) P-z* (q , ,  u2 . . .  uk , ")'i) P-.,* . . .  t---.,* (q~, e, 7k). 
From the manner of coI~struction of 6.v ; (5), (6), (7), (9) occur if and 
only if (5), (6), (7), and 
(10) ((q0, p0), al . . .  ak, Z0) P-* ([ql, pl ,  0(")1, a2 . . .  a , ,  ~,,] P-.* 
([q,, p2,0(')1, a3 " "  ak , "y2) ~ *~ "'" ~-~ ([q~ , p~ , 0(")], ~, ~'~). 
Now (5), (6), (7), (10) hold if and only if w ~ e is in T(N) .  Thus 
T(N)  = S -~(L ) .  
We shall sce later that the product of two deterministic languages i
not necessarily a deterministic language. However we do have 
TuEonmi 3.3. For L delerminisl ic and R regular, LR  is deterministic. 
Proof: Let M be a loop-free deterministic pda such that L = T(M) .  
Without loss of generality we may assume that q0 is Imt in F. Let A be 
an automaton (Ka ,  ~, ~ ,  po, Fa) such that R = T(A). Let N be the 
deterministic pd~ (K × 2 hA, Z, F, ~,v, Z0, (qo, 6), K × F~,), where 
2 ~A = {X/X  ~ K.~}, F~ = {(q, Y) /q  in K, Y _C Ka ,  Y [7 F~ ~ ¢}, 
and 6~ is defined as follows: 
(1) If 6(q, e, Z) = {(q~, y)} and q~ is not in F, then il~.((q, Y), e, Z) -- 
{((qx, 
(2) 
{((q,, 
(3) 
{((qx, 
~3 For 
Y), y)}. 
I f  ~i(q, e, Z) = {(ql, y)} and ql in F, then ~t.v((q, Y), e, Z) = 
Y U {p0}), y)}. 
If 6(q, a, Z) = { (ql, y)} and q~ is not in F, then (~( (q, Y), a, Z) = 
~A(Y, a)), y)}.,s 
X fi:: K2 , Sa(X, a) = {~.l(x, a)/x in X}. 
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(4) if ~f(q, a, Z) = {(ql, y)} and q~ is in F, then ~.v((q, Y), a, Z) = 
{((q,, ~A(Y, a) U {p0}), y)}. 
Now w is in LR if and only if w = wlw2, with wx in L and w2 in R. This 
is so if and only if 
(5) (q0, wl, Zo) ~-* (qx, w~, "~1) I--M (q, e, ~'2) for some q in F, some 
w~, and ~a(p0, w2) in Fa • 
Since M is loop-free, (5) is true if and only if 
(6) ( (qo ,dp), w~w2 , Zo) t-~, ( (q, , Y , ) ,  w3w2 , Of 1) I-~ ( (q, 3A( Y, , w3) 
O {po}), w2, ~'2) I--* ((q2, Y2), e, ~3), with q in F, ~a(p0, w2) in Fa 
(thus (q2, Y2) is in Fx), and (q, ~2, ~'2) I-~* (q2, e, ~'3). 
If (6)is true, then w is in T(N) .  Conversely, if w is in T(N),  then there 
exist wl, w2, and w3 such that w = w~w2 and (6) holds. Thus LR is 
deterministic. 
We now prove some lemmas involving regular sets. 
LE.~L~L~ 3.1. Let M be a deterministic pda. For each q in K let Rq ~ F* 
be a regular set. Then there exisls a deterministic pda N such that 
T (N)  = {w ] (qo, w, Zo) ~-~* (q, ~, "1) for some q and some "y in Rq}. 
Proof: For each q in K let q~ and q" be abstrac~ symbols. Let K = 
{p~, --- , p,}. For cach i let A~ = (K~, F, 6~, s~, F~) be an automaton 
such that Rp~ = T( A~). Let  N = ( KN , ~, r~. , 6~ , Z~ , qo , F~) where 
Kz~. = {q, q', qU/q inK},  Yz¢ = Y X Kx X "'-  X K , ,  Z~= 
I . , 
(Zo, sx, " "  , s,) ,  Fu = {q/q  m K}, and 6~ m defined as follows (&, a, Z, 
Zi denote arbitrary elements of K~, E (J {e}, F, and Y respectively): 
(a) ~N(p,, e, (Z, l l, "'" , l.)) 
{{{(p,' ,(Z, f i , . . . , t . ) ) l i f&( t , ,Z ) i s inF , .  
(p~ , (Z,  t l ,  , t . ) )} i f6 , ( t , ,Z )  i s inK  F ; .  
(b) 6.v(p,', a, (Z, t,, --. , t,,)) = 6z~(p,", a, (Z, t~, . . .  , t , ) )  
= {(pi,e)} if ~(p, , a, Z)  = {(pi.e)}. 
(c) 6~(p',, a, (Z, fi, - . .  , t,)) = 6u(p,", a, (Z,  f i ,  . . .  , t , ) )  
= [(p~, (z~,  tl , . . . ,  t , ) ( z~,  ~( t , ,  z l ) ,  . . . ,  ~,,(t,,, Zl))  
• . .  ( z~,  ~,(t~, z ,  . . .  z~_~), . . . ,  ~.(t°,  z ,  . . .  z~_,) ) )} 
if 6(p,, a, Z) = {(pi, Zl . - .  Z~)}. 
Obviously N is a deterministic pda. Let g be the homomorphism of
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V~.* into F* defined by g((Z, t~, . . .  , t ,))  = Z for each (Z, t~, . . .  , t,) 
in F~. A straightforward induction shows 
(1) if (q0, w, Z~) [-* (p, ~, Y, . . .  Y,), p in {q, q', q"}, r -> 1, each 
}'~ = (Z~, ta , - . - ,  re,) in rN ;  then for each i and j, (i) to" = 
6i(si , g( Y, - ' -  Y~-,)) and (it) (qo , w, go) ~*  (q, e, g( Y~ . . .  Y,) ). 
(2) if (q0, w, Z0) F-j*~ (q, ~, 7) ; then there exists Y in I'* such that 
g(Y) = 7 and (i) (q0, w, ZN) I-~ (q'; ¢, Y) i f7  is in Rq, (it) (qo, w, Z.,.) 
~-* (q", ~, Y) if "~ is in I'* -- R~. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that 
T(N)  = {w/(qo,w, Zo)I--**(q,e, 7) forsome q andsome 7 in Rq}. 
LE.~IaIA 3.2. Lel R ~ Y~* be a regular set and Ex , ".. , E,  arbitrary sub. 
sets of ~*. Let A = {a#i <-_ n} be a set of n elements. Let w be the substitution 
of fl* into the subsets of X *a4 defined by r(a~) = E~ for each i. Then 
U = {y in A*/z(y) I1 R # ¢} is regular. 
Proof: Let R = T(A)  for some automaton A = (K, ~, 6, so, F).  Let B 
be the automaton (Kn ,  A, 6~, {So}, Fn) where K~ = {X C K /X  # ¢}, 
6~(X, a~) = {6(q, w)/q in X, w in E~}, and F~ = {X C K /X  N F ~ ¢}. 
For any y in A*, z(y) Q R # ~ if and only if {~(s0, w)/w in T(y)} fl F # ¢. 
As is easily seen by induction on the length of y, 6n( {So}, y) = { 6(So, w) /w 
in T(y)} for each y in A*. Thus T(B)  = U, whence U is regular. 
Notation. For M a pda, s in K, and y in F* let 
L(M,s ,y )  = {w in Z* / (s ,w ,y )  F-* (q,e, 7) 
for some q in F and 7 in F*}. 
LE.~L~IA 3.3. Let M be a pda, s a state, and V a regular sel. Then the set 
U( M, s, V) -- {y in r* /L(  M, s, y) VI V ~ 4} is regular. 
Proof: Suppose that s is in F and e is in V. Then U(M, s, V) = F* and 
thus is regular. Therefore suppose that either s is not in F or • is not in V. 
For each (p, Z, q) in K X 1 ~ × K let [p, Z, q] be an abstract symbol. Let 
D = { [p, Z, q]/(p, w, Z) ~*(q ,e ,e )  for some w in 2;*}. 
For each q in K and Z in P let Z(q) be an abstract element if (q, w, Z) ~- * 
(p, e, 7) for some w in 2;*, 7 in P*, and p in F. For each q let Fq be the 
set of all Z(q). 
Let s be an element in K and H, the set of all words Z(po)[pl, Z l ,  p0] 
~4 Let A and B be abstract sets. For each element a~ in A let r(a~) be a subset 
of B*. Let T(~) = {~} and ~(x~ -.- x~) = r(x~) ... r(x~) for each h _~ 1 and x~ ia A. 
Then r is called a substitution (of A*). 
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• . • [p,., Z,~, p~_~] for m _-> 1, p~ = s, [pj,  Z j ,  p~'-l] in D, and Z(po) in 
Fp0 . I t  is easily seen that  H,  is regular. Therefore P 'P ,  U P*H,  is regular. 15 
Let r be tile substitut ion defined by r (Z)  = {e}, 
"4Z(q)) = {w" in r,*/(q, ~o, z )  ~-* (p, ~, .y) 
for some ~, in F* and p in F ] ,  
and 
r([p, Z, q]) = {w a in Y,*/(p, w, Z)  }-* (q, ~, ~)}. 
Since V is regular, so is V ~ (Rabin  and Scott, 1959). Let  lV = 
{w/r(w) VI V ~ ~ ¢}. By  Lemma 3.2, W is regular. Since the intersection 
of regular sets is regular (Rabin and Scott, 1959), (r*r. U r'H,) VI IV 
is regular. Let g bc the homomorph ism defined by g(Z) = Z for each Z 
in F, g(Z(q)) = Z for each Z(q) i nFq ,  andg( [p ,  Z, q]) = Z for each 
[p, Z, q] in D. Since a homomorphism of a regular set is regular (Bar- 
Hillel el al., 1961), g((F*F, U F*H,) I"1 W) is regular. To  complete the 
proof, it suffices to show that  U(M,  s, V) = g((I '*F, U r*H,) n W). 
I t  is readily seen that  g((r*r. U r*/L) I"1 W) = g(r*r, I1 w) U 
g(F*H,  I"1 W) ___ U(M,  s, V) .  Thus suppose that  a is in U(M,  s, V) .  
Then there exists p in F, w in V, and ~ in F* such that  (s, w, a)  I - *  
(p ,e ,~, ) .  Therefore there exist r > 1, a = a0 ,a~, - ' - ,a~ = % 
ql, " ' "  , q, = p, and x l ,  - . -  , x, in Z 13 {e} such that  w = xl . - -  x, and 
(s, xl . . .  x~, ao) I- (q l ,  x2 . . .  x , ,  al) }- " "  ~- (q , ,  ~, ar). 
Let n = min {[ a~ ]/1 --< i < r} and let k be the smallest integer i such 
that  [ a i ]  = n. Three cases arise. 
! 
(a)  k = 0. Let  a = a Z, Z in I ~. Due to the minimal i ty of [ a I, for each 
I 
i >- 1 there exist non-e fl~ such that  a~ = a B~. Then 
(s, z, . - .  x~, Z)  ~ (q~, x2 . - .  x r ,  fl,) F- . . -  }- (q~, e, fl,). 
Then Z(s )  is in F, and x, - . -  xl is in r (a 'Z (s ) )  I"1 V R. Thus  a'Z(s)  is in 
r*r. n w, and a = a'Z is in g(r*r. VI w). 
(b)  /¢ > 0 andn _>- 1. Thenak  = a ' f lk ,where l  a ' ]  = n -- 1. For i  ~ 0 
! 
there exist non-e fll such that  a~ = a fli • Then a = a'ZZI  . . .  Zm:, m >= 1 
(since k :> 0), each Z ,Z~ is in  F; and there exist p0 , ' " ,  pro-l, 
w0 , - - . ,w ,~suchthatw = w,~. . .w ,  and 
(s, w,,, . . .  Wo, ZZ~ . . .  Z,~) t -*  (p,,,-~, w=-x . . .  Wo, ZZ~ . . .  Z~)  
F-* (p,, ~,wo, zz,) ~* (p0, w0, z) ~* (p, ~, ~). 
~s The regular sets are closed under union, product, and * (Rabin and Scott, 
1959). 
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Then Z(po) is in rr0,  wo ~ is in r(Z(p0)),  and each w~ n is in 
r([p. ,  Z~, p~-l]). Letf l '  = Z(po)[pl, ZI ,  p0] "'" [p~, Z,~, p,~_]]. Then fl' 
is in H , ,  wo n . . -  w,, ~ is in r(a'fl') fl V R, and df~' is in IV. Thus a'fl' is in 
r 'H ,  fl W, and a = g(a'fl') isin g(I'*H, fl IV). 
(e) k>0andn=0.  Thena~= ~.Thusk=randa,=e.  I f [a l  = 1 
then a = Z is in P and (s, w, Z) I-- * (p, e, e). Then Z(s) is in I', and w n is 
inr[Z(s)] fl V n. Thus Z(s) is in W, tlms in r ' r ,  n w. Hence .  = o(z (s )  ) 
is in g(F*r,  fl W). Suppose [ a I > 1. Then a = ZZx - . -  Z=, m => 1, each 
Z, Z~ in P. Then there exist po, "'" , p , , _q ,w=, . . .  , wo such that 
w = w,~-- -w0and 
(s, w= --- wo, ZZ~ . . .  Zm) ~ * (p,,-~ , w,,_~ . . .  U'o , ZZ~ . . .  Z,~_~) 
I---* "'" t-* (p , ,  WlWo, ZZ1) I-* (po, Wo, Z) t-* (p, ,, e). 
As in (b),  a is in g(F*H, fl IV). 
Thus U(M, s, V) ~ g(P*P, Iq W) U g(F*H, fl W), completing the 
proof. 
COROLL~aY. Let M be a pda and V a regular set. Then 
{y/L( M, s, y) f lV  =$} and {y/L( M, s, y) ~ V} 
are regular scls. 
Proof: {y/L(M,  s, y) f1 V = 4)1 = P* -- U(M, s, V) and {y/L(M, s, y) 
C_ V} = {y/L(M, s, y) fl (2;* -- V) = ¢1. 
TtlEORE.~! 3.4. Lel L C_ 2;* be a delerminislic language and c a symbol. 
Then f , (L)  = {U in (Z -- {c} )*/ucv in L for some v} is a delerminislic 
language. 
Proof: Let L -- T (M) ,  where M is a deterministic pda. Since cZ* is 
regular, 
Rq = {y/L( M, q, y) N cY,* ~ ¢} 
is regular for each q in K by Lemma 3.3. By Lemmu 3.1, there exists a 
deterministic pda N such that 
T(N)  = {u/(qo,u, Zo)~,* (q ,e ,y )  forsome q in K and y in Rq}. 
Clearly T (N) = {u/ucv in L for some v}. Since fc(L) = T (N)  fl 
(2; - {c})*, fc(L) is deterministic. 
Remark. The mapping fo preserves languages since there exists a gsm S 
such that S( L ) = fc( L ). 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 is 
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COROLLARY 1. L ___ (Z -- {c})* is deterministic f and only if Lc is 
deter~zinislic. 
Rcmarl:. I t  is also true that for L C (Z -- {e})*, L is deterministic f 
and only if cL is deterministic. For first suppose that cL is deterministic. 
Then cL = T(M) for some loop-free deterministic pda ill. Let N be the 
deterministic pda (K, 2; -- {c}, F, ~is, Zo, po, F), where ~.(q, a, Z) = 
/i(q, a, Z) for all q in K, a in (2; U {e} ) -- {c}, arid Z in F, and (qo, c, Zo) 
b- *~ (po, e, ~') for some ~, in F*. Then T(N)  = L. Now suppose that L is 
deterministic. Then L = T(M) for some deterministic pda 
M = (K, 2~ -- {c}, F, ~i, Zo, qo, F). Let N be the deterministic pda 
(K~¢, Z 13 {c}, F, ~.v, Zo, po, F),  where po and pi are two symbols not in 
K, Kn = K O {po, pl}, and ~n is defined as follows: ~(q,  a, Z) -- 
~(q, a, Z) for all q in K, a in (2; -- {c} ) U {e}, and Z in 1~; ~fx(po, c, Zo) = 
{(q0, Z0)} and ~(p0,  a ,Z)  -- {(pl, Zo)] fo ra in2 ;  -- {c}, Z inF ;  
~.v(p~, e, Z) = {(p~, Z)} forZ in F; and ~(q,  c, Z) = {(p~, Zo)} for all 
(q, Z) such that ~(q, e, Z) = ¢. Then T(N)  = eL. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  L is deterministic and R is regular, then 
L /R  = {u/uy is in L for some y in R} 
is deterministic. 
Proof: Let L ~ 2;* and c be a symbol not in Z. Let S be a one-state gsm 
which maps c into ~ and a into a, a ~ c. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, 
L '= S -~(L )nZ*cR = {ucv/uv in L ,v  in R} 
L' is deterministic. For f~ as in Theorem 3.4, L /R  = f~( ). Thus L /R  is 
deterministic. 
RemarL I f  L is a language and R is regular, then L/R is a language 
(Ginsburg and Spencer, 1963). 
COROLLARY 3. I f  L is delerministic then Init ( L) = {u/uv in L for some 
v in Z*} is deterministic. 
Proof: Init (L) = L/Z*. 
Remark. Init (L) is a language if L is alanguage (Ginsburg and Rose, 
1963). 
COROLLARY 4. If L is deterministic and R is regular, then 
Div(L ,R)  = {u luRCL} 
is deterministic. 
Proof: Since L ___ E* is deterministic, so is L = z* - L. Let c be a 
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symbol not in 2; and S the gsm of Corollary 2. Then 
L' = S-'(L) n 2;*cR = {~,ev/v in R, ~Lv not in L} 
is deterministic. Thus 
fc(L') = {u in 2;*/lw not in L for some v in R} 
is deterministic, where fc is as in Theorem 3.4. Then 
2;* -- fc(L')  = {u/iLy is in L for all u in R} 
= Div (L, R) 
is deterministic. 
Remark. I f  L is an arbitrary language, Div (L, R) may not he a lan- 
guage. For example, let 2; = {a, b, c, d, e}, L = {aiblcJ d/i, j >= 1} (J 
{a~bJcSe/i, j >-_ 1}, and R = {d, e}. Then Div (L, R) = {a~b'c~/i >= 1}, 
which is not ,~ language. 
We now present wo operations which preserve dcterministic languages 
but not arbitrary languages. 
Notation. For x, y in Z* write x <: y if y = xz for some z in 2;* -- {c}.  
For L ~ Z*, let 
h l in (L )  = {y in L /x  in 2 ; * - -L  if x < y} 
and 
Max(L )  = {y in L /x  in 2 ; * - -L  if y <x  I. 
THEORE.~! 3.5. I l L  is a deterministic language, then Min (L)  and 
Max ( L ) are deterministic lang~tages. 
Proof: Let M be a detelzninistic pda such that L = T (M) .  
First consider hlin (L).  Let s bc a symbol not in K and let N be the 
deterministic pda (K  O {s}, z, F, fi.v, Zo, q0, F) ,  where ~i~. is defined as 
follows: 
(1) I fq i s inK- -  Fanda is inZ  O {e}, let6~(q,a,Z) = ~(q,a,Z) .  
(2) I f  q is in F, then ~-(q, a, Z) = {(s, Z)} for all a in Z. 
(3) ~(s ,  a, Z) = {(s, Z)} for all a in 2;. 
A word w is in T(N)  if and only if there exist w0 = w, - - .  , w,  = e, 
a0 = Z0, • • • , a , ,  q0, " • • , q~, with qr in F, such that 
(4) (q0, u'o, ~0) ~-~- . - .  ~ ,  (q~, w,, ~,) .  
Now (4) occurs if and only if each qi(i < r) is in K -- F and q~ is in F, 
thus if and only if 
(5) (q0, w0, a0) I---.,, (q~, w~, a~) P-.,, - . -  ~.,, (q,,  w,, a,) 
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with each q,(i < r) in K - F and with qr in F. Since 111 is deterministic, 
this is equivalent to w = w0 being in hIin (T(M)) .  
Now consider Max (L). For each q in K let Rq = {y/L(M,  q, y) rl 
2;2;* = ¢}. By the corollary to Lemma 3.3, each Rq is regular. By Lcnuna 
3.1, there exists a deterministic pda N such that 
T(N)  = {w/(qo,w, Zo)~*(q ,e ,y )  forsome q in F and y in Rql 
= {w in L /wx in Z* - -L  for every x~ e} 
= Max (L). 
Hence the result. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  Z contains al least two elements, lhen L = {wwR/w 
in 2;*] is not a deterministic language. 
Proof: Clearly L is a language. Suppose L is deterministic. We may 
assume that Z contains a and b. Then Min (L) is deterministic. By 
Theorem 3.1, 
L'  = hlin (L) ['l (ab)(ab)*(ba)(ba)*(ab)(ab)*(ba)(ba)* 
= {(ab)n(ba)'~(ab)'~(ba)~/m, n >= 1, m < n} 
is deterministic. I t is easy to construct a gsm S such that S(L ' )  = 
{a~b'~am/m, n >= 1, m <= hi. Since L' is a language, so is S( L') .  But S( L ' )  
is Imt a language (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1964). Therefore L is not 
deterministic. 
Remar]¢. h'Iore strongly, {wwR/w in 2;*} is not a finite union of deter- 
ministic languages if Z contains at least wo elements. We omit the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. For Z--{a,b},L = {a~b~ai/i,j>= 1} U {a~b~aJ/i,j >= 1} 
is not deterministic. 
Proof: Clearly L is a language. Since Max (L)  = {aibJai/i, j >= 1, 
i ~ Jl is not a language, L is not deterministic. 
Remark. The proofs of Corollaries 1 and 2 show that neither hfin nor 
Max preserve languages. 
Results about deterministic languages are not always ymmetric. (This 
occurs because a pda scans an input word from left to right.) For ex- 
ample, let L be deterministic and R regular. Then LR is dete~ninistie 
Theorem 3.3), but RL may not be deterministic even if R is a two-word 
set. For let ~ = {a, b, c] and let L = {ca~b~aJ/i,j >- 1} (J {a~bSaJ/i,j > 1]. 
Clearly L is deterministic. Let R = {c, c~}. Suppose RL is deterministic. 
Then RL n c2a*b *a * = c2L1 is deterministic, where L1 = {a~bJaJ/i,j > 1] 
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U {a~b~ai/i, j >-_ 1}. By applying twice the remark after Corollary 1 of 
Theorem 3.4, Lt is deterministic, a contradiction. Thus RL is not deter- 
ministic. 
There are several other important ope,'ations which preserve 1-mguages 
but not deterministic languages. 
(i) There exists a deterministic lan~lage L such that L" is not deter- 
ministic. For Let 2; = {a, b, c} and L = {c2a~biai/i, j >= 1} U {ca~b~ai/i, 
j _>- 1}. Clearly L is deterministic. Suppose that L R is deterministic. Let 
f~ be as in Theorem 3.4. Thenf~(L) = {aiblai/i,j > 1} [J {a~bJai/i,j >= 1} 
is deterministic, a contradiction. 
(ii) There exists a deterministic language L such that L* is not deter- 
ministic. For let 1~ = {a, b, c} and L be the deterministic language 
{aibJai/i,j >= 1} U {ca~b~a~/i,j >= 1} tI {c}. 
Suppose that L* is deterministic. Then L* f] cea*b*aa * = ceLt is deter- 
ministic, where Lt = {a~bJai/i,j >= 1} U {a~b~ai/i,j >= 1}. This is a contra- 
diction. 
We now present one other ot)eration, to be used in Section IV, which 
preserves determilfistic languages. 
THEORE-~! 3.6. For each word w, Init ( w ) = { u/uv = w for some v in Z*}. 
I l L  is a deterministic language, then g( L ) = {w/Init ( w) ~ L} is a deter- 
ministic language. 
Proof: Let M be a deterministic pda such that L = Tn(M). Let N be 
the deterministic pda (K [J { po], Z, F, 6u, Zo, qo, F), where po is a symbol 
not in K and 6,~- is defined as follows. Let 6u(q, a, Z) = {(po, Z)} for all 
a in Z if q is in K -- F and ~i(q, e, Z) = ¢. Let ~(po, e, Z) = {(po, Z)} 
for all Z in 1'. In all other eases let ~(q, a, Z) = ~(q, a, Z), a in Z U {~]. 
Then g(L) = Td(N), whence g(L) is detelTainistic. 
Remark. If L is an arbitrary language, then g(L) is not necessarily a 
language. For let Z = {a, b, c} and 
L = {a~bi/O < j  < i , i>  0} LI {a~bJck/1 <_ t; <=j;i,j >= 0}. 
Then g(L) = {aibick/O <= l~ <= j <= i}, which is not a language. 
IV. SEQUENCES 
In this section we prove two results about sequences in connection 
with loop-free deterministic pda. The first result (Lemma 4.1) presents 
a condition involving a special sequeuce which is satisfied by every loop- 
frcc deterministic pda. Using this condition we then show that for 
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= {a, b}, thc language L = {anbn/n > 1} U {anb~n/n >= 1} is not dctcr- 
ministic. (We know of no other way to prove L not deterministic. For L 
is unambiguous, Z* - L is unambiguous, hlin (L) and Max (L) are 
languages etc.) The second result asserts that if a dctcrministic language 
contains a sequence, ~8then it contains an ultimately periodic sequence. ~7
(This fact is not true for arbitrary languages (Ginsburg el al., 1905).) 
LE.~L~IA 4.1. Let M be a loop-free delerminisffc pda and let a be in Z. Then 
either 
(i) there exists n >= 1 such that for every m ~ 1, if (q0, a "~, Z0) I--* 
(q, e, "y) for some q and .y lhen [ "1 [ <= n; or 
(ii) lhere exisl positive integers m, f, words w, y in F*, Z in F, and q in 
K such that for every h >= 0 
(a) (qo, a '~+hl, Zo) k -z* (q, ~, wy~Z). 
h p / t  --~ (b) (q, ak, wyhZ) ~ * (q', e, ~/) implies'r = wy ~ , ~ e(k > 0). 
Proof: Assume that (i) does not hold. We first show that for every 
r _-> 1 there exist n~ => 1, Z~in F, q~, andx~,  ]x~] => r, such that 
Y/r-t-1 ~ nr ,  
(1) (qo, a"r, Zo) ~-'~* (qr, e, x~Z~), and 
(2) for every s _-> 0, (q~, a', Z,) I-* (p, ,  e, ~',), p~ in K and % in F*. 
Thus suppose the contrary. Then there exists an integer  and an infinite 
number of sequcnces 
(3) (q,o,  U,o, %0) ~ (q,~ , u,~ , %~) ~ . . .  k- (q,k,  , U,~. , "y.k.), 
where q,o = qo, U~o = a "~('), %0 = Zo, u~k, = e, and [ %ko I < r. Since K 
and 11 are finite, there exist s ~ l such that (q,k,, %~.) = (q,k,, 7t~,). 
Suppose that re(s) = re(l). By a change in notation if necessary we may 
assume that k, < kt • Since M is deterministic, q i = qt i ,  ~tsi = Utl, and 
%i = 3',; for i < k~. Then 
(q,~. , ,, ~,~.) ~ . . .  ~- (q,~,, ,,-~,~,). 
Thus (q0, a "~(~), Z0) I ---d* (q, e, 3') for some q and ~, is false, contradicting 
M being loop-free. Suppose that re(s) ~ re(t), say re(s) < re(t). Since 
M is deterministic, we have k, < kt, and q,¢ = q , ,  u~¢ = u , ,  "y~ = 3'a 
for i =< k~. Thcn 
(q,k, , a "(')-~('), "Y,k,) ~ " "  ~- (qtk ,  , e, " Irk,) .  
:e Let  {u~} be an  inf inite sequence  of c lements  of E. A set  U of words  is said to 
conta in  the sequence {u~} if U conta ins  each word u~ - . -  u~.  U is sa id  to conta in  a 
sequence if U conta ins  some sequence  {u¢}. 
~ A sequence  {u~} is said to be u l l imate ly  per iodic  if there  exist  posi t ive in- 
tegers no and p such  that  u~+~ = un for all n > no .  
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Thus n = max {[ 7 ,  [/1 < i < kt} satisfies ( i) ,  a contradiction. There-  
fore (1) and (2) hold. 
For each r => 1 let nr ,  qr, and Zr be as in (1) and (2).  Since K and P 
arc finite, there exist i and j,  i < j ,  such that  Z, = Zj and q~ = qi- Then 
(qo  "'  (q l  , ~, , a ,Zo)~_d*  xiZ~) and (q0 "J h a* , a , Zo) (ql,  E, x~yZi) 
for some y in F*, with 
(4) (ql "~-"' K ---d* , yZ,).  , a , Zi) (ql e, 
Let m = n~ andf  = nj -- n ; .  Then  
(5) for each h >= O, (qo , a '~+hl, Zo) ~*  (qi , a ^ s, xiZ~) F -d* 
(q~ , e, xiy hZi). 
From (4) we get 
(6) if k => 0, h >= 0, and (q~, a k, x~yhZ~) }-* (q', e, ~,); then -y = 
h t t xiy "y , ~ ~. 
Thus (ii) holds. 
THEOnml 4.1. For ~ = {a, b}, L = {a"b'/n >= 1} (J {a"b2~/n ~ 11 is not 
delerminislic. 
Proof: Let  L = T(M)  for some loop-free deterministic pda. Then 
either (i) or (ii) of Lemma 4.1 occurs for the symbol a. Suppose alternative 
(i) occurs. Then  for some q in K and ~. in F*, there exist an ilffinite num- 
ber of posit ive integers g(1),  . - -  , g(n), • .. , such that  (qo, a g(;), Zo) [- * 
(q, e, ~,) for each i. Let  k be an integer such that  g(l:) > g(1).  Since 
a°(~)bg°) is in T (M) ,  there exist qt in F and 7 ~ in F* such that  
(qo, a'(X)b °°), Zo) ~-* (q, b g(1), ~) t-* (q~, e, ~/). 
Then 
(qo, ag(k)b g(1), Zo) ~-* (q, b ~°), ~) ~ * (q', ~, "~'). 
Since q ~s in F, is in T(M) ,  a contradiction. 
Now suppose that  alternative (ii) occurs. Then there exist re,f ,  w, y, Z, 
and q such that  for all h => 0 
(1) (qo, a m+'~, Zo) ~*  (q, ~, wyaZ). 
h t ,.it = (2) (q, a ~, wy~Z) t-* (q', ~, "y) implies 7 = wy ~', ~ ¢(k > 0). 
Since a"+~b m+^[ is in T(M)  for each h, from (1) there exist q^o, - - -  , q~,  
U~o, • • • , u~,  ~o,  • • • , ~ ,~,  with q~o = q, q~ in F, u~o = b =+~, u^~ = ~, 
~'~o = wy~Z such that  
(q~o, U~o, ~,o) }-- " ' "  }- (q~, ,  u~, ,  7~, ) .  
Suppose there is some h such that  each 7~ = wv^~, v~i ~ ~. Then 
(qo, a"+~+~b '~+~, Zo) ~ * (q, b "a+^[, u,y~+~Z) t-* (qh~a, e, wyv~,), 
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so that a"+h:+:b '~+^: is in T(M) ,  a contradiction. Thus for each h >= 0, 
there exists a smallest integer g(h) such that ~'hg(h) ---- W. Since K is finite, 
there exists a state p and an infinite set J of integers uch that qh~(p,) = p 
for each h in J .  Let i and j >= m + 3i be in J .  Since a~+~:b:"+2i: is in 
T(M) ,  
(qo, a'~+i:b '+:i:, Zo) b-* (p, uig(ob "~+i:, w) F-* (qlkl , b "~+~/, "/ik~ ) 
I"-* (q ' ,  e, "y') 
' "/' F*. for some q in F and in Similarly 
,.m+z w) I---* b '~+y, (qo, a'~+i:b 2'~+:z, Zo) ~ * (p, ujo(i)v , (qjk~ , 7jkj) 
I--* (q", ~, "y") 
for some q" in F and ~," in F*. Let a = 2m + ff + j f  + [ u~-go~ [ -- [ u;g(o]. 
Thcna  > 2re+i f  T j r - -  (m + if) = m W j f  >-_ m + mf + 3 i f>  
2m + 2if and 
(qo, a'~+i:b ", Zo) F-* (p, uo,#~"-('~+in, w)
= (p, uig(~)b "-('~+':)+I~i~")H~'(j~I, w) F-* (q", ~, ~,"). 
Since q" is in F, a'~+~:b" is in T(M) ,  a contradiction. Thus L is not deter- 
ministic. 
We now turn to the problem of when L contains a sequence or an ulti- 
mately periodic sequence. 
LE.u.~I~, 4.2. A deterministic language L contains an ultimately periodic 
sequence if aml only if f (L) = {w/Init (w) c L U {~}} is infinite, where 
Inil (w) = {u/uv = w for some v in Z*}. 
Proof: Obviously f (L)  is infinite if L contains an ultimately periodic 
sequence. Thus suppose that f (L)  is infinite. Since L is a deterministic 
language, so is L [3 { e}. By Theorem 3.6, f (L )  = g(L [3 { ~} ) is a language. 
Then (Bar-Hillel el al., 1961) there exist integers 17 and q with the follow- 
ing property: 
(*) For each word w, [w[ _>-p, in f (L )  there exist u, v, x, y, z in 72" 
such that w = uxvyz, [ xyv [ <= q, xy # ~, and UXkVykZ is in f( L ) for all 
k_>_ l .  
Since f (L )  is infinite, there exists w, [ w [ >- p, in f (L ) .  Letu, v, x, y, z 
be as in (*). Suppose x # ~. From the definition of f (L) ,  Init (ux k) 
C_ f (L)  for all /c > 1. Then f (L )  contains the ultimately periodic 
sequence 
" a l ,  • • • ,  am,  am+l ,  " " • , an ,  am~l  ~ " " " ~ ~n ~ a,,~-I ~ • • • 
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where u = al . - -  a,~(m => O) and x = a.~-i - - -  an(m <: n), each as ia Z. 
Suppose that x = e. Then y ~ e and Init  (uvy k) c f (L )  for all k > 1. 
Thus f (L )  contains the ultimately periodic sequence 
a l ,  • • • , a m ,  a m + . ,  • • • , an , am-{-I , " " " , a .  , a ,n÷l  , • • • 
where uv = a l - - .  am(m => 0) and y = a,~+l - . -  a , (m < n), each as 
in :~. 
THEOREM 4.2. A deterministic language contaizzs a sequence if and only if 
il contains an ultimately periodic sequence. 
Proof: I t  suffices to show that a deterministic language L contains an 
ultimately periodic sequence if it contains a scqucnce. Let f (L )  be as in 
Lemma 4.2. Since L contains a sequence, f (L )  is infinite. Thus L con- 
tains an ultimately periodic sequence. 
V. DECISION PROBLEMS 
We now consider the decidability of various questions. We first present 
a solvable question, and then some unsolvable ones. We shall use the 
fact that all constructions given so far are effective. In particular, it 
follows from Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.2, and the decidability of a language 
being infinite (Bar-Hillel el al., 1961) that it is recursively solvable if air 
arbitrary deterministic language contains a sequence, or an ultinmtely 
periodic sequende. These same two questions are recursively unsolvable 
for arbitrary languages (Ginsburg el al., 1965). 
TItEORE.~[ 5.1. II is recursively solvable to determine for an arbitrary 
deterministic la~guage L and a reg~dar set R whether L = R. 
Proof: L = R if and only if L '  = [L I'l (~* -- R)] LI [(2~* - L) 17 
R] = ~. Since L is deterministic and R is regular, Z* -- L is deterministic 
and (2;* -- L)  ['1 R is a language. Tiros L'  is a language. Then L = R 
if and only if L '  = ~, whicl~ is solvable (Bar-Hillel el at., 1961). 
Remart;. The same problem for an arbitrary language is unsolvable. In 
fact, for each Z with at least two elements, it is unsolvable to determine if
L = 2~* for an arbitrary language L (Bar-Hillel el al., 1961). 
Turning to unsolvable problems w c have 
TttEORE-Xl 5.2. It is recursively unsoh'able whether an arbitrary langztagc 
over a two letter alphabet is deterministic. 
Proof: In (Bar-Hillel el al., 1961) a language L1 and a family of lan- 
guages 
{L(x, y)/x,  y n-tuples of non-e words in {a, b}*}, 
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both over 2; = {a, b}, were constructed with the following properties: 
(1) LI and L(x, y) are deterministic. 
(2) L1 • L(x, y) = ¢ if and only if L1 N L(x, y) is a language. 
(3) It is recursively unsolvable to determinc for arbitrary L(x, y) 
whether L1 N L(x, y) = ¢. 
Lct L1 = :~* - L1 and L(x, y) = ~* -- L(x, y). Consider 
L = Lx O L(x, y) and L = z* - L. By (1), L1 and L(x, y) are deter- 
ministic. Thus L is a language. However L = LI N L(x, y), which is a 
language if and only if L = ¢. Thus L is deterministic f and only if 
L = ¢, which is recursively unsolvable. 
Some lesser unsolvable problems are summarized in the following 
theorem. 
THEORE.~I 5.3. For arbitrary delerminislic languages L and L p it is 
recursively unsolvable to delermh~e whether 
(a) L U L t is delermb~istic. 
(b) L_  L'. 
(c) LL' is deterministic. 
(d) L* is deterministic. 
Proof: Let L1, i_,i, L(x, y), and L(x, y) be as in Theorem 5.2. 
(a) By the proof in Theorem 5.2, LI U L(x, y) being deterministic 
is recursively unsolvable. 
(b) Ll C_ L(x, y) if and only if L1 N L(x, y) = ~, which is recursively 
unsolvable. 
(e) Let c be a symbol not in 2;, L = c*, and L' = cL~ U L(x, y). 
Then LL' = L(x, y) U cc* (L1 U L(x, i/) ) is deterministic f and only if 
L1 U ~ is deterministic, which is recursively unsolvable. (For if LL' 
is deterministic, then LL' i"1 c Z* = c(Ll U ~ )  is deterministic. By 
the remark after Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.4, LI U ~ )  is deter- 
ministic. If L1 U L(x, y) is deterministic, then since cc* is regular, 
cc*(L~ U ~ )  is deterministic. From this it readily follows that LL' 
is deterministic.) 
(d) Let c and d be two symbols not in ~. Then 
L = {c} UcLldUL(x ,y)  d 
is deterministic. Then 
L* = [ ~  dc* U cc*(L1 U L-~-,~, y)) de* U cc*]*. 
If L* is deterministic, then L* N c~* d = c(Z1 U L~, y) ) d is deter- 
ministic, whence LI U ~ is deterministic. If L1 U ~ is deter- 
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ministic, then L(x, y) = L1 and 
L* = (Lldc* U cc*~* de* U cc*)*. 
In this case it is a straightforward matter to COilstruct a deterministic 
pda N such that T(N)  = L*. Thus L* is deterministic if and only if 
L1 U ~ is deterministic, which is rccursively unsolvable. 
Remark. By a suitable recoding, the unsolvability of problems (a)-(d) 
in Theorem 5.3 can be extended to the case where 2; contains two cle- 
ments. 
In conclusion we mention the following open question. Is it recursively 
unsolvable to determine if LI = L2 for arbitrary deterministic languages 
L1 and L2 ? 
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